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“One thing I’ll say for us, Myer - we 

never stooped to popularize science.” 





    “People hear or read about science most often through 
traditional media, such as television (54%) and print 
newspapers (32%). A fifth (19%) say one of their two 
most regular sources of information is the internet, 
though very few (2%) use science blogs specifically as 
one of their most regular sources.” 

 

  - Public Attitudes to Science 2011, UK Government survey 

 

 



Source: Public Attitudes to Science 2011, UK Government report 

 



Source: Public Attitudes to Science 2011, UK Government report 

 

Scientists are...  

Serious   48%  

Objective    41% 

Rational   33% 

 

Trust in scientists working at... 

 Universities   83% 

 Charities    76%  

 Environmental groups  72% 

 Government   72%  

Good at public relations 5% 



Classic problems in reporting science: 

1. Exaggeration / Sensationalism 

2. Negativity 

3. Campaigning journalism 



1. Exaggeration / Sensationalism 



16 March 2006 



27 January 2005 

World’s Largest Climate Change 
Experiment  

News Briefing 



Science Media Centre Briefing 
 

What? World’s Largest Climate Change Experiment: First Published Results 
 

When? 1030am Wednesday 26th January 2005 
(Under strict embargo until 1800 hrs (GMT) 26 January, 2005) 

 
Where? Science Media Centre, 21Albemarle Street, W1S 4BS 

 
The first results of the world’s largest ever climate-modelling experiment, climateprediction.net, which is based in 
Oxford, are due to be published in Nature.  With over 95, 000 participants from over 150 countries, the ongoing 
experiment involves participants downloading free software onto their computers that then runs in the 
background while their computers lie idle.  The programme runs through a climate scenario over the course of a 
few days or weeks before automatically reporting back to climate researchers at Oxford University and 
collaborating institutions worldwide via the Internet, in order to make predictions about the climate in the 21st 
century.  In advance of this paper being published, we have invited the following to brief the media on this 
important first set of results. 
  
Speakers are: 
Dr Heike Langenberg, Physical Sciences Senior Editor, Nature 
David Stainforth, Chief Scientist for climateprediction.net, Oxford University 
Professor Bob Spicer, Director of the Centre for Earth, Planetary Space and Astronomical Research, Open University 



Main message:- 

-  Almost all models show warming will be clustered 
around 2C 

-  Though a tiny percentage of models show that the scale 
of warming goes up to 11C. 



Metro       
27 January 
2005 



What would have been more accurate…. 



Metro       
27 January 
2005 

New Climate Study 
Examines 
Uncertainty in 
Temperature 
Projections, 
Concludes Risk 
Analysis Needed 



2. Negativity 



2 April 2007 

Radiation pollution in Chernobyl 
exclusion zone 

News Briefing 



Science Media Centre Briefing 
 

What?  Radiation risks to human health 
 

When? 10am, Monday 2nd April, 2007 
Under Strict Embargo Until 00.01hrs Tuesday 3rd April 2007 

 
Where? Science Media Centre, 19 Albemarle Street, W1S 4BS 

 
Atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the Chenobyl nuclear power station accident have highlighted the 
risks of exposure to radiation in the public consciousness. But have these events given us a realistic view of how 
dangerous exposure to radiation is?  
 
In a new piece of research, the risk of exposure to low levels of radiation is compared to risks from air pollution, 
obesity and passive and active smoking. The Science Media Centre has invited Dr Jim Smith from the Centre for 
Ecology and Hydrology, author of this research, to come to brief journalists on his findings. 
 
This research will be published in BioMedCentral Public Health on Tuesday 3rd April. The paper will be available 
under embargo at the press briefing. 
 
This research was funded by NERC. 



Message from the briefing: 

-  Risks from Chernobyl now no more than other common 
low-level risks, like pollution in our cities, passive smoking, 
etc. 





3. Campaigning Journalism 



15 December 2009 

Report by the European Foundation 
thinktank detailing why climate change 
is not man-made 





Example of campaigning journalism: 

- Report written by a political analyst  

- Came out during Copenhagen summit 

- The only scientist quoted disagrees with headline  



…BUT it’s not always like this 



1. Accurate reporting (not exaggeration) 



4 March 2010 

Detection and attribution of 
climate change 

News Briefing 



Science Media Centre News Briefing 
EMBARGO: 0001hrs GMT Friday 5 March 2010 

  

What?  Detection and attribution of climate change 
  

When?  10.30am Thursday 4 March 2010 
  

Where?  The Science Media Centre, 19 Albemarle Street, W1S 4BS 

  
 A new review of the latest climate research, led by the UK Met Office, will be published this week in Wiley 

Interdisciplinary Reviews Climate Change.   
  
This paper falls between IPCC Assessment Reports and reviews progress on detection and attribution since AR4 (2007) 
with a particular focus on regional changes.  The review draws conclusions about human influence over  
• reductions in Arctic sea ice  
• increasing atmospheric moisture content 
• rainfall patterns 
• increases in ocean salinity in Atlantic low latitudes   
• changes in Antarctic temperatures (the one continent on which an attribution study was not available at the time of 
AR4)  
  
The review also considers the difficulties in attributing regional changes and probabilities of extreme weather to a 
‘fingerprint’ of human influence. 
   
Speakers include: 
  
Dr Peter Stott, Head of Climate Monitoring and Attribution at the Met Office Hadley Centre  
Prof Gabriele Hegerl, Chair of Climate System Science, School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh 

 





2. Positivity 



10 January 2012 

Shale gas and fracking 

News Briefing 



Science Media Centre Background Briefing 
  

What?  Shale gas and fracking 

  

When?   Tuesday 10 January 10.30am 

  

Where?   The Wellcome Trust, 215 Euston Road, NW1 2BE 

  

Shale gas has become a controversial issue and looks set to provoke more strong opinion in 2012.  Some 

claim that to leave any secure resource untapped in a time of rocketing energy prices would be criminal.  

Others claim reports of earthquakes and methane contamination demonstrate shale gas extraction to be 

dangerous and unproven.  With energy security high on the agenda, but increasingly tight curbs needed 

on emissions, we can't afford to get this wrong.  So what does the science say? 

  

The SMC has invited two leading experts in the geology and geophysics of fracking to brief journalists on 

the issues of seismic activity and methane leakage from shale gas extraction. 





3. Non-campaigning, objective 
journalism 

        



12 July 2004 

Launch of multi-million pound research 
programme to grow pharmaceuticals in 
crops 

Press Briefing 



Science Media Centre Briefing 
 

What? Launch of multi-million pound research programme to grow pharmaceuticals 
in crops 

 
When? 10.30am, Monday 12 July 2004 

 
Where? Science Media Centre, 19 Albemarle Street, W1S 4BS 

 
There has been much talk about the potential for producing vaccines and treatments 
in plants and these so called ‘pharming’ techniques do have precedents, such as the 
successful development of the hepatitis B vaccine in modified tobacco plants in Cuba.  
But now, thanks to a multi-million pound EU research project, the prospect of human 
trials of plant-derived treatments is on the horizon for the first time in Europe. 
 
On Monday several leading scientists will brief the media in London and Munich on the 
new research programme which will explore the use of GM plants in the development 
of treatments for some of mankind’s most devastating diseases, including AIDS, TB, 
rabies and diabetes. 
 
Speakers include: 
 Professor Julian Ma, the Scientific Coordinator of the project, from  St 
George’s Hospital, London 
 Professor Phil Dale, the project’s Biosafety Coordinator, from the  John 
Innes Centre in Norwich  



The Times 

The Guardian 

The Independent 

The Daily Mail 



When an issue blows up its 
important to know what to do. 

 
As a result of “climategate” we 

came up with a list of guidelines for 
scientists facing a crisis… 

 



Five top tips from SMC 
on engaging the media 

on climate change 
 



  

1. Every threat is 
also an 

Opportunity 
  

 

 
 



  

‘Climate-Gate’ put climate science in 
headlines – suddenly all eyes were on 
climate science – that is a ‘god given’ 
opportunity to get messages across. 
  
Placed articles on peer review, 
scientific uncertainty etc. 

 

 
 



  2. Never leave a 
vacuum 

 

 
 



  

Some scientists refused to do interviews during 
climategate to avoid questions about Pachauri or 
content of UEA emails. 
  
But all those interviews went ahead – with someone 
else sitting in the climate scientists seat. 
  
Never leave an empty seat that could be an 
opportunity to get good science to millions of people. 
  
(That’s what happened on GM!) 

 

 
 



13 August 2008 

Prince Charles warns of 
‘GM crops catastrophe’ 









  

3. Scientists are 
entitled to stick to 

Science 
 

 
 



  

  

Despite huge pressure to be drawn into politics, policy 
and decisions over resignations – scientists are entitled 
to stick to the science. 
  
One journalist accused scientists of ‘not doing enough 
to win the battle for public opinion’. 
   
The responsibility of climate scientists is to ensure that 
any public debate or ‘battle’ is informed by the best, 
most balanced, accurate science. 
 
  
  



  

4. Scientists must 
be more open 

about the 
uncertainties 

  

 



  

 

Now widely agreed that those who said the science is in, the 
science is settled were wrong and unscientific. 
  
One leading climate researcher commenting on climategate 
said:  
“The insane culture of suspicion that climate researchers are 
working in is drowning our ability to soberly communicate gaps 
in our science” 
  
But failing to address those gaps has played into the sceptics’ 
hands. We need to get better at communicating uncertainty and 
we must demand and work with the media to do better too. 
  
  

 

 



  

  

5. Hang on in there, the 
best science will win out 

and we may even get 
better media coverage 

than before 
  
  
  

 

 



  

 
- Coverage before climategate was not perfect – too alarmist 
and sensational – too much ‘climate porn’  
  
- Journalists are now more interested in the complex science 
than grabbing an alarmist headline – Good science has 
nothing to fear from more scrutiny.  
  
 
  
  

 

 
 



LEVESON INQUIRY: 
10 best practice guidelines for reporting science 

& health stories in the mass media 
 
1. State the source of the story – e.g. interview, 

conference, journal article, a survey from a 
charity or trade body, etc. – ideally with 
enough information for readers to look it up or 
a web link. 

  
2. Specify the size and nature of the study – e.g. 

who/what were the subjects, how long did it 
last, what was tested or was it an observation? 
If space, mention the major limitations.  



  
3. When reporting a link between two things, indicate 
whether or not there is evidence that one causes the other.  
 
4. Give a sense of the stage of the research – e.g. cells in a 
laboratory or trials in humans – and a realistic time-frame for 
any new treatment or technology.  
 
5. On health risks, include the absolute risk whenever it is 
available in the press release or the research paper – i.e. if 
‘cupcakes double cancer risk’ state the outright risk of that 
cancer, with and without cupcakes.  



 
  

6. Especially on a story with public health implications, try 
to frame a new finding in the context of other evidence – 
e.g. does it reinforce or conflict with previous studies? If it 
attracts serious scientific concerns, they should not be 
ignored.  
 
 
7. If space, quote both the researchers themselves and 
external sources with appropriate expertise. Be wary of 
scientists and press releases over-claiming for studies. 



 
  

8. Distinguish between findings and 
interpretation or extrapolation; don’t suggest 
health advice if none has been offered.  
 
9. Remember patients: don’t call something a 
‘cure’ that is not a cure.  
 
10. Headlines should not mislead the reader 
about a story’s contents and quotation marks 
should not be used to dress up overstatement.  



Science Media Centres around the world: 
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